Краевая многопредметная дистанционная
олимпиада школьников «Интеллект»
Английский язык
8 класс
Two point questions
For each question there are four pictures and a short text. For each question, look at
the pictures and read the text. Choose the correct picture А, Б, В or Г.
1. Which is Gary’s room?
А

Б

В

Г

Woman: Look, Gary’s sent us a postcard of his hotel, and he’s put a cross to show us
his window!
Man: Ah. Right in the middle.
Woman: Yes, he says he wanted a room on the top floor, but the only room available
was on the floor below that.

2. Which is the best vehicle for the man?
А

Б

В

Г

Woman: Good morning, Sir, how can I help you?
Man: Well, I’d like to hire a car, please. Something fast and comfortable, with enough
room for four adults and a child.
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3. How can people travel today?
А

Б

В

Г

Forecaster: and last night's heavy snow storm has made all main roads in the area
too dangerous to use. However, the trains are still working normally. But, the airport
is closed until tomorrow morning and all ferries are cancelled.
4. How did the woman get home yesterday?
А

Б

В

Г

Man: Did you have a good day yesterday?
Woman: Terrible! My car broke down on the way home. I called the garage and they
took it away on a truck.
Man: Were you able to catch a trolleybus home?
Woman: I'd just missed the last one. Fortunately a friend was passing, and he gave
me a lift - taxis are terribly expensive.
5. Where is he going to plant the tree?
А

Б

В

Г

Woman: Where are you going to plant the tree? By the front door?
Man: No, that would be silly. It’ll grow too big. I’m going to put it at the back of the
garage. When it’s grown, it’ll give us some shade in the summer.
Woman: I thought it would be better right at the other end of the lawn.
Man: Oh, no.
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Select the correct answer, А, Б, В or Г.
6. She.................. work in an office.
A. don't
Б. doesn't
В. doing not
Г. not do
7. He................. walk on water.
A. not able
Б. isn't able
В. can't
Г. not can
8. He................. a good hotel.
A. having
Б. have
В. has
Г. to have
9. I...................... a penny.
A. hasn't
Б. not have
В. haven't
Г. not having
10. ................... a big car?
A. Do he have
Б. Does he having
В. Has he
Г. Have he
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Three point questions
Look at this email from your aunt Salma.
TEXT A

11. Why is Salma writing to you?
A. She wants to find a job.
Б. She wants to meet people.
В. She wants to find a new college.
Г. She doesn’t know how to get to the college.
12. What happened two months ago?
A. Salma had a baby.
Б. Salma came to England.
В. Salma moved to a different town.
Г. Salma is ill.
13. How many children has Salma got?
A. 1 child
Б. 2 children
В. 3 children
Г. no children
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TEXT B

TEXT C

14. Where could you see Texts B and C?
A. in a local newspaper
Б. in a travel guide
В. in a recipe book
Г. in a computer manual
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Salma receives a letter from her son’s school. Look at the letter.
TEXT D

15. What type of letter is Text D?
A. A letter of advice
Б. A letter of invitation
В. A letter of complaint
Г. A letter to a friend
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16. What date is the meeting on?
A. 5th October
Б. 13th October
В. 16th October
Г. 12th July

Choose А, Б, В or Г to complete the idioms.
17. He has made a mistake, and must face the...
A. hardship
Б. music
В. noise
Г. play
18. Don't... horses in midstream.
A. shoot
Б. over-burden
В. gallop
Г. swop
19. This car has gone to..... It won't even start.
A. the devil
Б. seed
В. pot
Г. earth
20. The socialists wanted to... the rich.
A. drown
Б. wet
В. soak
Г. swamp
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Five point questions
Each sentence has four underlined words or phrases. The four underlined parts of the
sentence are marked А, Б, В or Г. Circle the letter of the one underlined word or
phrase that is NOT CORRECT.
Example: - B
Ana rarely is drinking coffee, bin this morning she is having a cup.
A
Б
В
Г
21. Terry usually drives to work, but today she takes the trolleybus.
A
Б
В
Г
22. Carlos usually doesn't eat pizza, but at the moment he is wanting a slice.
A
Б
В
Г
23. Frank rarely goes downtown because he doesn't likes the crowded streets.
A
Б
В
Г
24. Ana usually is eating in the cafeteria, but these days she is eating in the park.
A
Б
В
Г
25. What you are studying these days at school?
A
Б
В
Г
26. Jackie don't speak French, but she's studying Spanish at the Adult Center.
A
Б
В
Г
27. Julie loves tennis, but rarely she plays because she doesn't have time.
A
Б
В
Г
28. Stand up straight, breathe deeply, hold your head up, and no look down.
A
Б
В
Г
29. John works always late and is rarely home before 8:00 at night.
A
Б В
Г
30. You often are walking to school, but take a trolleybus when it is cold.
A
Б
В
Г
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